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PasswordÂ .Q: Extending jQuery for unobtrusive event registration on all forms I'm working on a site that uses jQuery to register click events. I had been using $('.button-to').click(function (event) { for that purpose but found that this conflicted with the accordion plugin I'm using (Tried to use.on). I tried following the steps on this page (here) but I'm getting an error
about not being able to find an element with the 'form' attribute. Is this because the form isn't nested so this has to be extended or am I doing something wrong? Update: After trying the version suggested below and replicating the errors on JSFiddle for you and some modifications, I think my problem might be that I'm calling.find() on jquery on a form rather than

looking for a class name on a form and then the elements with a class. I don't think this approach was working for me. $(document).on('submit', 'form', function () { console.log("Attempting something"); $('form').find('.button-to').click(function (event) { $(this).closest('form').submit(); console.log("Success! Got here!"); console.log($(this).closest('form').attr('id')); });
}); A: If I understand correctly, the solution you linked to is for making the on() work on top level forms, but you're using accordions that are inside the form and therefore prevent jQuery from being able to find the form object. To work around this, you can use the code below. The only problem is that this will not work in older browsers (IE8 and below). If that's a

concern for you, you
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